Mrs. Jenkins
E-mail: liz_jenkins@redlands.k12.ca.us
Phone: (909) 307-5390 Ext. 38162
Hours: Tuesday 8am-3pm
Wednesday 8am-4:15pm
Thursday 8am-4:15pm

Integrated Math III
Introduction: Integrated Math III is the third and final course in the district’s Integrated Math series. It aligns
with the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics and covers many different areas of
mathematics. Keep in mind this is a required course for all college-bound students and is considered
an advanced math course. Be prepared to spend a good amount of time on this class and plan to
come to tutoring if you get stuck!
Instructional Materials: The bulk of this course can be found on the Edgenuity online system. We will also
be doing some activities in class taken from the district adopted Integrated Math III text.
Homework/Assignments: Students will have “free-movement” over their course in edgenuity so that they are
able to work on any lesson within their module before completing the work from previous lessons. This
is to ensure that no one gets stuck because they don’t understand the material. In order to ensure that
students are actually watching the videos students will be required to turn in hand-written notes each
week detailing what they learned. These notes will be available to them in taking the cumulative exam
at the end of the semester. In addition each student should come to class with at least three questions
they had while going through the material. These questions will be collected and gone over
anonymously during class time. Also during class time we will be doing activities pulled from the
Integrated Math III text adopted by the district.
Completion Policy: Students will be responsible for completing all content within Edgenuity, including
watching all the videos. Failure to watch all the videos and take sufficient notes will result in a lower
grade and potentially having your “free-movement” revoked. Each module must be completed by the
indicated due date. A student may request to have a module reopened past the due date but only if
they are on track in the current module. However, the student will receive a 10% reduction in their
grade for that module.
Class Rules: This class will follow the eAcademy Attendance and Discipline Policy. Repeated absences may
affect the student’s grade due to missed participation points and class activities. Students are expected
to complete their own work and while collaboration is encouraged all students must turn in and submit
their work individually. Rare exceptions to this may arise in the form of group projects or in-class
activities.
Modules: There are four modules and a final exam for this semester. Content and due-dates are as follows:
Module 1: due 9-13-16 Review of Algebra and Systems of Equations
Module 2: due 10-4-16 Quadratics
Module 3: due 11-15-16 Polynomials
Module 4: due 12-6-16 Rational Functions
Cumulative Exam: due 12-13-16
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